BUSINESS TALK
Security Industry in India has Good Growth Potential But Needs
Level Playing Field: Bhupesh Patel
Matrix is a leading manufacturer of world-class telecom and security solutions. These versatile, feature-rich and reliable
solutions are built with latest hardware and software technologies. Ease-of-use, enhanced productivity and dependable
performance are some of the advantages these solutions offer. Matrix telecom and security solutions are marketed worldwide in more than 50 countries. a&s India spoke to Bhupesh Patel, National Sales Manager –Security Products, Matrix
Comsec to know the latest developments.
By ANANT JOSHI, a&s India.
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In India, the security industry has
good growth potential. Looking at
the opportunity that India holds in the
security market, several players like
importers, local manufacturers and
MNC’s have started their business in
India. Products from low-cost countries
are inferior and very cheap due to the
various direct and indirect subsidies the
producers get from their governments.
Indian product companies are left to
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competition.There is no need of any
protection, but government should
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monitoring. It also comes with Matrix
DNS Server support which helps to save
the cost of buying a static IP for remote
viewing. It comes with the Centralized
Management Software which fulfills the
need of large enterprises to manage and

What is Matrix Comsec’s mandate
for it’s channel partners?
Matrix is a channel driven company.
So, our partners are a fundamental
asset and a force multiplier for our
business. Indian security market is
booming presently so our focus is on
empowering and enabling our channel
partners with tools and resources that
will help them to address customers for
their unique problem, thereby growing

What are the Matrix Comsec’s major

their businesses and revenues.

achievements so far?
We are an established player in
telecom domain with strong IP
PBX and Gateway product portfolios.
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